
Datasheet

Floodlight Brackets
Our floodlight brackets ensure your floodlight is securely mounted on the column. 
Each bracket has a top plate of 100mm square with a M10 zinc plated bolt, allowing 
full orientation of the floodlight. All brackets are supplied in a hot dip galvanised 
finish and are complete with the necessary bolts for mounting to the column.

STM1 Single floodlight mounting bracket STM2 Twin floodlight mounting bracket

STM3 Triple floodlight mounting bracket
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STM4 Four-way floodlight mounting bracket



Code Luminaire Type Code Luminaire Type

                             Single Floodlight Mounting Bracket                               Triple Floodlight Mounting Bracket

STM176 To over fit a column with a 60mm dia spigot/shaft STM376 To over fit a column with a 60mm dia spigot/shaft

STM189 To over fit a column with a 76mm dia spigot/shaft STM389 To over fit a column with a 76mm dia spigot/shaft

STM1114 To over fit a column with a 89 or 101mm dia spigot/shaft STM3114 To over fit a column with a 89 or 101mm dia spigot/shaft

STM1140 To over fit a column with a 127mm dia spigot/shaft STM3140 To over fit a column with a 127mm dia spigot/shaft

                             Twin Floodlight Mounting Bracket                               Four Floodlight Mounting Bracket

STM276 To over fit a column with a 60mm dia spigot/shaft STM476 To over fit a column with a 60mm dia spigot/shaft

STM289 To over fit a column with a 76mm dia spigot/shaft STM489 To over fit a column with a 76mm dia spigot/shaft

STM2114 To over fit a column with a 89 or 101mm dia spigot/shaft STM4114 To over fit a column with a 89 or 101mm dia spigot/shaft

STM2140 To over fit a column with a 127mm dia spigot/shaft STM4140 To over fit a column with a 127mm dia spigot/shaft

Most columns of 8 metres and above have a column spigot; we will 
ensure that the brackets ordered will fit your columns. Where brackets are 
purchased alone for existing columns please indicate the diameter of the 
column spigot.

The four-way brackets are to mount two floodlights on top of the cross arm 
and two underneath using the same bolts. Fittings to fix at the same level 
above the cross arm facing North, South, East, West are also available, 
add suffix NSEW to STM4 reference. These brackets are only suitable for 
mounting flood lights up to 400W. For 1000W and above suffix with ‘H’ for 
heavy duty e.g STM2H89.
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